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Inspired to lead
Handcrafted custom perfection transforms into quality everyday production. NoveNo-

ve is built on a solid foundation combined with a decisive depth of experience and a 

hard-working tradition. We develop and construct watersports boards from all disciplines 

and are combining the accuracy of CNC milling with modern craftsmanship to produce 

the most complete and competent boards ever to grace the water. Our mission is 7-years 

in the making and our quest for perfection at NoveNove is concentrated around replica-

ting our market reference custom building methods from our own studio factory in Italy to 

a more mass production oriented operation in Asia. The goal is always the same: uphold 

the same level of accuracy and quality we have grown accustomed to in every single 99 

board being made.

The works 

Creating, shaping and building boards for almost 30 years first under the name Acme, 

then designing for majour brands, shaper Gianni Valdambrini joined forces with Cesare 

Cantagalli to establish their dream child NoveNove in 2008.  

The concept
The Italian based studio factory in Italy is structured around a series of 5-axis multi-fun-

ction CNC milling centers where the styrofoam cores are being milled to a perfection 

level and accuracy never before seen in the modern era of windsurfing and SUP. The 

results are very exact and reproducible designs before entering ultra professional hand 

lamination and finishing processes. Three decades of expertise and an ever increasing 

technical know-how gives NoveNove the clear lead in combining custom quality with 

everyday mass production. Unique, performance oriented shapes being reproduced and 

copied in Asia utilizing the exact same production procedure as in Italy, that is how we 

want to bring NoveNove boards to the wider general public!

The people
NoveNove translates into 99, Cesare Cantagalli’s original sail number which refers back 

to a historical period of windsurfing when new frontiers were being explored. Cesare was 

an icon of the sport in the 1980’s by making the first ever forward rotation on a wind-

surfer and taking the win in many legendary wave events. Cesare and Gianni’s technical 

background in board development and board riding gives the NoveNove boards their cri-

sp and direct feel, which allows for the pilot to be in the drivers’ seat at all times. Ranging 

from classical shapes to forward thinking innovative explorations, the team works closely 

together with their pro riders to set new standards for what is possible. NoveNove is the 

symbol of quality over quantity.

NoveNove
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CHAMALEON
WAVE HARDCORE CONVERTIBLE 

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

226 54.5 5.6 MFC TF- RTM 15/10 3.5/4.7

227 56.5 5.9 MFC TF- RTM 16/11 3.7/5.3

228 58.5 6.1 MFC TF- RTM 17/11 4.0/5.7

229 60.5 6.3 MFC TF- RTM 18/11 4.2/6.0

231 62.5 6.5 MFC TF- RTM 19/12 4.5/6.2

234 64.5 6.8 MFC TF- RTM 20/12 5.0/6.5

CAD-CAM custom construction technology
15kg/m3 EPS core
Full PVC Herex100 kg/m3 sandwich on deck and bottom
Full Carbon/kevlar deck lay-up
Carbon UD step area
Double sandwich/carbon heel reinforcement
Full 160 S-glass bottom lay-up 
Mini tuttle side finboxes.
Dual density foot pads
New MFC RTM light-tech fins

CAD-CAM custom construction technology
15kg/m3 EPS core
Full PVC Herex100 kg/m3 sandwich on deck and bottom
Full Carbon/kevlar deck lay-up
Carbon UD step area
Double sandwich/carbon heel reinforcement
Full 160 S-glass bottom lay-up 
Slotbox fin boxes
Dual density foot pads
New G10 MFC quad fins

THRUSTER - SINGLEFIN

3XCH 

VOLUME

69

77

85

93

102

111

09

 

 

QUAD
WAVE HARDCORE 

The new 2015 Quad has been completely redesigned. The 
rocker-line has been modified with more curve under the front 
footstraps/mast section area and less tail kick in the tail to 
give additional acceleration and exceptional maneuverability 
compared to the previous generation.The hull features a full 
single concave in the front-mid section fading into a V double 
concave gradually into the tail. These attributes combined 
together with the rail shape help the board in full-power 
bottom turns and to reach the wave lip more vertically for off-
the-top front side rides with improved smoothness through 
choppy waves and extra grip in extreme conditions. All of 
our market acclaimed 99 technologies have been bestowed 
into this Quad board, which represents the top end of the 
windsurfing range for pure wavesailing. The construction 
boasts a leap ahead in strength, weight and finish.
Our best-selling wave board is ready to impress you once 
again!

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

226 54 5.7 MFC QD G10 200 3.5/4.7

227 56 5.9 MFC QD G10 250 3.7/5.3

228 58 6.1 MFC QD G10 300 4.0/5.7

230 60 6.3 MFC QD G10 350 4.2/6.0

232 62 6.5 MFC QD G10 400 4.5/6.2

QUAD

4XQD

VOLUME

70

78

86

94

101

The new Chameleon has undergone a thorough 
transformation.  Designed for those who want a thruster 
board with a radical attitude but still having acceleration on 
the wave combined with fast planing for those less optimum 
days. Featuring a new and original rocker line, we’ve also 
improved the top-speed for maximum performance in 
wavesailing and jumping. A flat section on the scoop line 
in the strap area area gives that overall performance one 
expects whilst a light tailkick gives that riding looseness to 
the board.The vee double concave hull for easy rail-to-rail 
turns and forgiveness allows riders to use the boards even 
with the single fin configuration and side-onshore conditions.  
In addition we have reached a perfect balance between 
buoyancy and maneuverability due to the accentuated 
maximum width and narrower nose and tail. 
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STYLE WAVE CKW
FREESTYLE WAVE 

This is our dedicated line for free-riders looking to approach 
waves and jumps. The most versatile shape on the market 
offering immediate acceleration and glide. This is in thanks 
to the new rockerline. With the top speed of a slalom board 
mixed with the feeling and maneuverability of a wave board, 
it’s super light, super durable deck is the direct result of a 
custom built carbon/ kevlar construction technology. 

Utilizing a balanced outline where the maximum width 
has been shifted forward for a better ride in the waves 
and redesigned rails with more volume further forward for 
buoyancy,

SINGLEFIN

SWCKV 

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

231 59 5.8  MFC Free Wave RTM 24 3.5/6.0

233 61 6.0  MFC Free Wave RTM 26 3.7/6.3

235 63 6.3  MFC Free Wave RTM 28 4.0/6.8

236 65 6.5  MFC Free Wave RTM 30 4.2/7.0

VOLUME

86

95

104

113

11

 

 

 

 

STYLE WAVE GLS
FREESTYLE WAVE 

This board is the exact same shape as the STYLE WAVE 
CKV version manufactured in our Moulded Technology with 
a wood-glass construction. This gives greater breaking 
resistance at a more cost effective price along with a 
minimum increase in weight.

This is our dedicated line for free-riders looking to approach 
waves and jumps. The most versatile shape on the market 
offering immediate acceleration and glide. This is in thanks 
to the new rockerline. With the top speed of a slalom board 
mixed with the feeling and maneuverability of a wave board, 
it’s super light, super durable deck is the direct result of a 
custom built carbon/ kevlar construction technology. 

Utilizing a balanced outline where the maximum width 
has been shifted forward for a better ride in the waves 
and redesigned rails with more volume further forward for 
buoyancy,

SINGLEFIN

SWGLS

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

231 59 5.8  MFC Free Wave G10 24 3.5/6.0

233 61 6.0  MFC Free Wave G10 26 3.7/6.3

235 63 6.3  MFC Free Wave G10 28 4.0/6.8

236 65 6.5  MFC Free Wave G10 30 4.2/7.0

VOLUME

86

95

104

113

CAD-CAM custom construction technolog
15kg/m3 EPS core
Full PVC Herex100 kg/m3 sandwich on deck and bottom
Full Carbon/kevlar deck lay-up
S-glass 160gr step area
Double sandwich/carbon  heel reinforcement
Full 160 S-glass bottom lay-up 
dual density foot pads
MFC G10 freewave fins

One shot mould technology
15kg/m3 EPS core
Wood/glass sandwich on deck and bottom
Glass reinforcements in the step area
S-glass 160gr. bottom lay-up
S-glass chop strand reinforcements on nose and tail.
Dual density foot pads
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STYLE PRO
FREESTYLE

One of the most appreciated freestyle boards on the market 
today, the Style Pro is renowned for its’ strength and impact 
resistance during aerial maneuvers and hard landings. This 
same construction technology is now available from our 
Asian production facility. Our freestyle range has the same 
construction used on our wave boards. NoveNove has added 
3mm PVC with “omega” cross-linked carbon reinforcements 
to the hull along with additional double pvc sandwich on the 
deck in the most high stress areas. The ultra-light matte finish 
gives further weight savings. The new Style Pro for 2015 has 
been redesigned with a  shorter length and with a narrower 
and sharper nose for lower kickoff in aerial maneuvers whilst 
retaining the familiar features from our previous generation 
thus making this board accessible even for non-pro riders. 
These features include a ‘spock’ tail with higher rails making 
sliding fin-first safer and a ‘flaka’ nose to improve performan-
ce and impact strength during frontside maneuvers.

SINGLEFIN

SP 

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

226 59.5 5.8  MFC Freestyle RTM 18 4.0/5.7

227 62 6.0  MFC Freestyle RTM 20 4.2/6.0

VOLUME

90

100

15

CAD-CAM custom construction technology
15kg/m3 EPS core
Full PVC Herex100 kg./m3 sandwich on deck and bottom
Omega carbon stringers on bottom sandwich
Full Carbon/kevlar deck lay-up
Carbon UD step area
Double sandwich/carbon  heel reinforcement
Full 160 S-glass bottom lay-up 
Slotbox fin box
Dual density foot pads
New G10 MFC Style Pro fin
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WORLD CUP SLALOM
RACE / SLALOM pro 

We are proud to present the new 99 WORLD CUP SLALOM 
program. To be in the top pack of brands participating in PWA 
World Cup slalom competition is a huge challenge for us, but 
we are ready for it! Our 2015 World Cup SL range has been 
developed in several different volumes to meet the needs of 
today’s modern racer. Planing, acceleration and control in the jibes 
are the critical points on which we focused and what defined the 
shapes of these boards. Featuring a deck recess to lower the rig’s 
center of effort thus increasing usability and range, ‘Hydrostep’ tail 
for increased power and control, ‘V-plate’ technology to increase 
acceleration and top-speed and well designed rails to allow 
greater pressure on the board’s edge during top speed runs. We 
also added thicker footpads to give greater comfort and control 
under your feet whilst sailing full power. 

CAD-CAM custom construction technology
15kg/m3 EPS full premium PVC sandwich with 3mm carbon cloth layup 
bottom/deck
Full carbon technology for exceptional weight savings using our exclusive 
“Dynanotex” flat braid carbon cloth 
‘Hydrostep’ rails under the back foot to release the fin pressure and increase 
the top speed and acceleration
‘V-Plate’ release area behind the fin to increase acceleration and speed whilst 
maintaining maximum tuttle plate area width from the fin forward for early 
planing and control
Thicker footpads for greater comfort and control under your feet whilst sailing 
full power. 

WCSLNANO 

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC

VOLUME

TBC

17

 

 

 

  

WORLD CUP SLALOM
RACE / SLALOM pro  

We are proud to present the new 99 WORLD CUP SLALOM 
program. To be in the top pack of the PWA competition 
brands for us is a huge challenge but one we are ready for.
 
Our World Cup SL range has been developed in 5 different 
volumes to meet the needs of today’s racer. Planing, acce-
leration and gybe control are the critical points on which we 
focused and define the shapes of these boards. Featuring a 
deck recess to lower the rig’s center of effort, hydrostep tail/
rails to allow greater pressure on the board’s edge during 
top speed runs as well as thicker footpads to give greater 
comfort and control under your feet whilst sailing full power. 

WCSL 

TECHNOLOGY
CAD-CAM custom construction technology
15kg/m3 EPS full premium PVC sandwich with 3mm carbon cloth layup 
bottom/deck
Full PVC sandwich + full carbon technology for extreme weight savings

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

TBC TBC TBC TBC 5.0/7.0

TBC TBC TBC TBC 5.5/7.5

TBC TBC TBC TBC 6.0/8.0

TBC TBC TBC TBC 6.5/8.5

TBC TBC TBC TBC 8.5/9.5

VOLUME

89

98

109

119

129
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REVO
FREE SLALOM 

Welcome to the grand luxury freerace range of windsurfing. 
Shaped on our custom CAD/CAM system manufactured 
in Italy for the past year with ‘Nanotech’ technology, this 
popular board is now available made from Cobra in Thailand 
with our industry famous construction for a more competitive 
price.

This free-slalom board is our little masterpiece. A full slalom 
rocker for boosting acceleration and top-speed inside a com-
pact shape and combined with a small bi-concave from the 
front to the middle, transitioning to vee towards the tail gives 
the board greater comfort in the choppiest of conditions. The 
slim profile allows for less stressful power to the feet resulting 
in a bit control and ease-of-use compared to the full power 
pro slalom shape. With reduced width in the footstrap area 
the board jibes like a breeze. 

SINGLEFIN-TUTTLEBOX

REVOLTD 

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

235 69 6.       9 MFC Free Race G10 40 6.0/8.0

235 75 7.1 MFC Free Race G10 44 7.0/9.0

VOLUME

115

125

19

CAD-CAM custom construction technology
15kg/m3 EPS core
100kg/m3 PVC 3mm sandwich full-wrapped construction
Full biax carbon deck construction 
Wood/carbon hell reinforcements
Glass 160gr bottom lay up
G10 MFC free race fin

 

 

 

 

REVO
FREE SLALOM 

Utilizing the same shape as the LTD version manufactured 
with a PVC and wood-glass construction, giving greater 
durability at a more cost effective price. Double footstrap po-
sitions give the option of entry/advanced setups for increased 
accessibility. 

This free-slalom board is our little masterpiece. A full slalom 
rocker for boosting acceleration and top-speed inside a com-
pact shape and combined with a small bi-concave from the 
front to the middle, transitioning to vee towards the tail gives 
the board greater comfort in the choppiest of conditions. The 
slim profile allows for less stressful power to the feet resulting 
in a bit control and ease-of-use compared to the full power 
pro slalom shape. With reduced width in the footstrap area 
the board jibes like a breeze. 

SINGLEFIN-TUTTLEBOX

REVOGLS

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

235 69 7.1 MFC Free Race G10 40 6.0/8.0

235 75 7.3 MFC Free RaceG10 44 7.0/9.0

VOLUME

115

125

One shot mould technology
15kg/m3 EPS core
Wood/glass sandwich on deck and bottom
Glass reinforcements on step area
S-glass 160gr. bottom lay up
Glass chop strand reinforcements on nose and tail.
G10 MFC free race fin
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EVO
EVOLUTION FREERIDE 

An easy introduction for intermediates, the EVO WOOD lacks 
no bite in hard-carving or top-end control. A perfectly tuned 
scoop rockerline and domed deck combines with a compact 
outline giving a sweet sensation that’s both easy to use and 
ready to push to the limits. 

Full rails on the nose, gradually reducing toward the tail allow 
to bite in turns and reduce drag for top-end control and easy 
jibing. The EVO WOOD is the perfect platform for anyone’s 
first steps in to windsurfing and beyond. 

SINGLEFIN - POWER BOX

EVOWOOD 

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

245 71 8,5 MFC Liquid G10 40 5.0/7.0

250 76 9,5 MFC Liquid G10 46 6.0/8.0

256 80 10,5 MFC Liquid G10 50 6.0/8.5

VOLUME

125

145

165

23

One Shoot Moulding Technology
Glass / Wood sandwich deck and bottom
Crossed glass fiber lamination 
Glass 160 gr. reinforcement step area
Multiple footstrap insert positions
G10 Mfc liquid freeride fin

 

 

 

 

EVO
EVOLUTION FREERIDE 

Utilizing the same shape as the EVO WOOD version but ma-
nufactured in AST Technology, thus giving greater durability 
and impact resistance at a more efficient price. 

An easy introduction for intermediates, the EVO AST lacks 
no bite in hard-carving or top-end control. A perfectly tuned 
scoop rocker and domed deck combines with a compact 
outline giving a sweet sensation that’s both easy to use and 
ready to push to the limits. 

Full rails on the nose, gradually reducing toward the tail allow 
to bite in turns and reduce drag for top-end control and easy 
gybing. The EVO AST is the perfect platform for anyone’s first 
steps into windsurfing and beyond. 

SINGLEFIN - POWER BOX

EVOAST

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

245 71 8,5 38 5.0/7.0

250 76 9,5 46 6.0/8.0

256 80 10,5 46 6.0/8.5

VOLUME

125

145

165

AST Moulding Technology
Glass Epoxy deck and bottom
Glass crossed fibers lamination 
Glass chop strand reinforcements on the more stressed areas
Novenove RTM Tech freeride fin
Multiple footstrap insert positions
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EVO-X
FREERIDE EVA DECK 

Evo-X 165 is built in our long-lasting AST technology with 
a full deck EVA pad for durability as this board is mostly 
used by beginners and school centers. A super fun board 
with plenty of stability, very maneuverable and quick to get 
planning. You have a choice to use it with the center-board 
fin or without. The Evo-X is recommended to be the easiest 
board ever! 

FEATURES Full deck covered with 3mm EVA crocodile 
skin groove - EVA Built Nose Protector for mast and shore 
impacts - daggerboard/powerbox fin - multiple footstrap po-
sitions (beginner and performance) - neoprene strap handle 
on the nose for carry and tow purposes. 

SINGLEFIN + POWERBOX DAGGER FIN

EVO-X 

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

256 80 10,5 46 x 2 6.0/8.5

VOLUME

165

25

AST Moulding Technology
Glass Epoxy deck and bottom
Glass crossed fibers lamination 
Glass chop strand reinforcements on the more stressed areas
Novenove RTM Tech freeride fin
Multiple footstrap insert positions
Full EVA deck with nose bumper 

 

 

 

 

PRIMO
SCHOOL - ENTRY 

Primo200 A modern and innovative beginner shape designed 
with easy sailing in mind. The ultimate board for the first-time 
school and cruising user. The Primo200 makes windsurfing 
become a very easy and quickly learning sport. You will be 
impressed!

Primo165 Replica of the 99 Freeride EVO model built in 
ASA Toughskin-Tech. This board is the ideal playground for 
the first entry-level lightweight sailors, kids and women. It’s 
advanced, easy to sail shape helps you increase your skill 
level from lighter to stronger winds for your first planing jibe 
experience. The central slotted daggerboard will give stability 
and upwind performance for beginners making safe upwind 
returns easier on windier days. 

FEATURES Full deck covered with 3mm EVA crocodile skin 
groove - EVA Built Nose Protector for mast impacts - dagger-
board - multiple footstrap positions (beginner and performan-
ce) - bottom integrated carry slot - nose neoprene handle for 
carry and tow purposes. 

SINGLEFIN + ALGAER DAGGER

PRIMO

LENGTH WIDTH KG +/-6% FIN SAIL SIZE

256 80 11 34 EPS 1.0/8.0

270 89 14 34 EPS 2.0/8.0

VOLUME

165

200

ASA Moulding Technology
Glass Epoxy deck and bottom
Glass crossed fibers lamination 
Glass chop strand reinforcements on more stressed areas
Novenove plastic freeride fin
Multiple footstrap insert positions
Full eva deck with nose bumper 
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CORE
WAVE 

Excellent small to medium wave riding boards. Developed 
and designed for riders looking for top wave performance in 
turning and acceleration combined with stability and easy 
wave catching. The Core models are super fun and easy to 
ride small to medium waves.

Single-concave nose and slight V in the center section 
accelerated towards the tail for looser rail-to-rail performance 
and acceleration in low to moderate wave speeds. The wide 
outline curve and rocker together make the ideal combination 
for beach breaks and for getting the max performance out of 
less powerful waves. 

All Core boards can be ridden as a thruster or a quad and 
are constructed using our own sandwich technology, which 
provides accurate stiffness and ultra lightweight with great 
durability.

THRUSTER / QUAD

CAD-CAM custom construction technology
15kg/m3 EPS core
Wood/glass full sandwich on top and bottom
Full glass outside lamination
160 gr. bi-axial glass rail reinforcements
5 Futurefins fin boxes

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

102 lt. C.A 7’11” (241cm) 28,47/64 (73cm) 5 x Future Fins 1

109 lt. C.A 8’3” (251cm) 29,21/64 (74,5cm) 5 x Future Fins 1

118 lt. C.A 8’7” (261cm) 29,12’21/64 (77cm) 5 x Future Fins 1

127 lt. C.A 9’1” (277cm) 29,12’21/64 (78,5) 5 x Future Fins 1

MODEL

7’11”

8’3”

8’7”

9’1”
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8’6” CSE
WAVE / ALLROUND 

The 8’6” is a wave rider ready to take your riding to the next 
level. Designed with the all-round experienced riders in mind 
it is also suitable for lighter, intermediate surfers who may not 
need the flotation of a larger board. Its fast, ultra maneuverable 
characteristics allow real snap cutbacks and performance 
riding in a variety of wave conditions. The perfect rocker line for 
speed, tail-kick for tighter turns and rail shape designed with 
radical maneuvers in mind. The tuck-nose is designed to allow 
late take-off and vertical off-the-tops.

THRUSTER / QUAD

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

128 lt. C.A 8’6” (260cm) 29,9” (76cm) 4,3” (11cm) 4 x FCS2 + 1 Single US Box

MODEL

8’6”

35

Wood Stringer EPS Core
CNC Shaped and hand-laminated biaxial Glass-fibre cloth with Epoxy resin in a 
Clear Vision Tech
Glossy finish
Single fin setup with US center box + FCS Quad/Thruster Option 
Exclusive 3D designed footpad

 

 

9’2” CSE
WAVE / ALLROUND 

Designed with the advanced and experienced riders in mind 
the 9’2” is also suitable for lighter, intermediate surfers who 
may not need the flotation of a larger board.
Its fast, ultra-manoeuverable characteristics and Noserider 
shape, allow real nose-riding with a modern style in a variety 
of wave conditions. The perfect rocker line for speed, tail-kick 
for tighter turns and rail shape designed with radical mano-
euvers in mind. Suitable also for light-weight guy’s or lady’s 
for cruising. 

THRUSTER / QUAD

Wood Stringer EPS Core
CNC Shaped and hand-laminated biaxial Glass-fibre cloth with Epoxy resin in a 
Clear Vision Tech
Glossy finish
Single fin setup with US center box + FCS Quad/Thruster Option 
Exclusive 3D designed footpad

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

140 lt. C.A 9’2” (279cm) 30,1” (76,5cm) 4,3” (11cm) 4 x FCS2 + 1 Single US Box

MODEL

9’2”
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9’10” CSE
WAVE / ALLROUND

For those wanting to start far out the back and carve into 
waves at full speed, the 9’10” is the perfect board for you. 
Designed for the heavier rider who wants to ride with a short 
board feeling, this model is our SUP “masterpiece” blending 
the most innovative technologies and finest materials into the 
most beautiful board we have ever produced. 

Suitable also for lightweight men or women for cruising. 

THRUSTER - QUAD

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

160 lt. C.A 9’11” (302,3cm) 30,5” (77,5cm) 4,4” (11,2cm) 4 x FCS2 + 1 Single US Box

MODEL

9’10”

39

Wood Stringer EPS Core
CNC Shaped and hand-laminated biaxial Glass-fibre cloth with Epoxy resin in a 
Clear Vision Tech
Glossy finish
Single fin setup with US center box + FCS Quad/Thruster Option
Exclusive 3D designed footpad 

 

 

9’10” WOOD
WAVE / ALLROUND

An unchanged rocker-line already giving great acceleration 
and for those wanting to start far out the back and carve into 
waves at full speed, the 9’10” is the perfect board for you. 

Designed for the heavier rider who wants to ride with a short 
board feeling, this model is our SUP “masterpiece” blending 
the most innovative technologies and finest materials into the 
most beautiful board we have ever produced. 

Suitable also for lightweight men or women for cruising. 

THRUSTER - QUAD

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

160 lt. C.A 9’10” (302,3cm) 30,5” (77,5cm) 4,4” (11,2cm) 4 x FCS2 + 1 Single US Box

MODEL

9’10”

CNC Shaped EPS core hand laminated and covered by a full sandwich wood 
veneer layer on top and bottom
Glossy finished with transparent UV resistant epoxy resin
Single fin setup with US center box + FCS Quad/Thruster Option
Exclusive 3D designed footpad  
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10’6” AST
WINDSUP / ALLROUND

The 10’6” is a super fun all-round SUP&SAIL board perfect 
for starting with. An easy entry-level board providing maxi- 
mum fun for beginners in any kind of condition. This is the 
perfect board for cruising and fitness, but its fast and maneu-
verable characteristics allow fun nose-riding in a variety of 
wave conditions. 

With two M8 pin-holes for the mast-foot and a power fin box 
for the centre dagger/fin it’s ideal for fun sailing and cruise 
sessions. The AST technology gives strength in a light weight 
package; a tough construction blending durability and value. 

AST technology uses EPS Core laminated with layers of 3D 400g glass biaxial cloth 
wetted out with an expanding epoxy resin system, creating volume within the skin as it 
cures under pressure. This creates a thick, stiff and durable sandwich laminate.
Single fin setup with US middle box + Thruster with FCS option. 
Additional power fin box for SL36 dagger/fin.
Two M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert. 

THRUSTER - SINGLEFIN + CENTER DAGGER FIN 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

186 lt. C.A 10’5,9”/(320cm) 31,5” (80cm) 4,7” (12cm) 2 x FCS + 1 Sinfgle US Box

MODEL

10’6”
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10’6” PRIMO AST
WINDSUP / ALLROUND 

The 10’6” Primo AST is the perfect choice for schools and 
beginners that want to SUP&SAIL with one single board. 
Versatile in all conditions whether you will be windsurfing, 
stand-up paddling or riding in the waves. Its all-around shape 
offers great stability and excellent gliding making paddling 
a breeze. A full rocker shape is designed with the first time 
wave-rider in mind.

The 10’6” Primo AST is equipped with M6 inserts for a mast 
foot and dagger/fin to allow the switch to windsurfing and 
the optional large power box fin located in the board’s centre 
allows easier upwind sailing. 

SINGLEFIN + CENTER DAGGER FIN 

AST technology uses EPS Core laminated with layers of 3D 400g glass biaxial cloth 
wetted out with an expanding epoxy resin system, creating volume within the skin as 
it cures under pressure. This creates a thick, stiff, and durable sandwiched laminate.
Single fin setup with US middle box 
Additional power fin box for SL36 dagger/fin.
Two M8 Pin-holes on deck for mast foot insert. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

186 lt. C.A 10’5,9” (320cm) 31,5” (80cm) 4,7” (12cm) 1 Sinfgle US Box

MODEL

10’6”
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10’6” PRIMO SOFT P.E.
WINDSUP / ALLROUND 

Built in Soft PE Moulded Technology with a full EVA Deck and 
PE bottom, the 10’6” Primo Soft PE represents the perfect 
choice for schools and beginners that want to SUP&SAIL 
with one single board. 

Super safe and versatile in all conditions whether you will 
be windsurfing, stand-up paddling or riding in the waves. Its 
all-around shape offers great stability and excellent gliding 
making paddling a breeze. A full rocker shape is designed 
with the first time wave-rider in mind. 

The 10’6” PRIMO SOFT PE is equipped with M6 inserts for a 
mast foot and dagger/fin to allow the switch to windsurfing 
and the optional large powerbox fin located in the board’s 
centre allows easier upwind sailing. Our PE soft-deck techno-
logy allows total safety and comfort for entry level and school 
riders. 

SINGLE FIN + CENTER DAGGER FIN

36 kg EPS core, deck and bottom with HD Glass fibers
Expanded CS-PE soft deck and PE slick surface bottom.
Full EVA crocodile-skin deck pad integrated
Rail Band tape protection to prevent paddle strokes dents
Additional PWR box to the middle-board for dagger-fin option 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

186 lt. C.A 10’5,9” (320cm) 31,5”/(80cm) 4,7” (12cm) 1 Single US Box + Center Dagger Fin

MODEL

10’6”
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10’6” SOFT
SOFT / ALLROUND 

The 10’6” SOFT model is designed to meet the needs of surf 
schools and entry-level users approaching stand-up paddling 
for the first time. The focus of our Soft Board range is ease 
and accessibility to everyone, from beginners to experts. 

Expanded CS-PE soft deck and PE slick surface bottom.
36 kg EPS core, deck and bottom with HD Glass
fibers EVA crocodile-skin deck pad integrated
Full rail EVA protection along outline 
2 Wood stringers 

THRUSTER - SINGLEFIN

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

186 lt. C.A 10’6” (320cm) 31,5” (80cm) 4,7” (12cm) 2 x Side + 1 Sinfgle US Box

MODEL

10’6”
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8’6” TOY
KIDS SOFT SUP 

The TOY 8’6” SOFT model is designed for the little ones. 
Through our synergy and experience with the best schools, 
they are built in heavy-duty strength using anti-shock mate-
rials and 2 wood stringers. The board has a full EVA rail for 
greater security. 

The 10’6” SOFT model is a true fun board for any level. 

THRUSTER - SINGLEFIN

36 kg EPS core, deck and bottom with HD Glass fibers
Expanded CS-PE soft deck and PE slick surface bottom.
EVA crocodile-skin deck pad integrated
Full rail EVA protection along outline 
2 Wood stringers 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

128 lt. C.A 8’6” (260cm) 29,9” (76cm) 4,3” (11cm) 2 x Side + 1 Sinfgle US Box

MODEL

8’6”
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iSUP
INFLATABLE 

The iSUP 10’6” is the board for every condition on any given day. 
Whether it be your first lesson, catching a wave, cruising on the 
lake, going on an adventure or simply just pure fitness, the ease 
of travel and exploration will become a daily habit. It’s the perfect 
family board and a great way to enjoy paddling during your holidays 
or daily travels. A super stable inflatable paddling platform featuring 
extra volume and width for increased stability with convenient 
bungee system for transport. The 10’6” will get you anywhere you 
want to go. 

Features: 
• High pressure spring valve for quick and easy inflation and 
deflation 
• Large EVA diamond grooved foot pad providing grip and comfort
• Soft carry handle
• Integrated side fins with removable center fin 
• Stainless steel D-rings for tying to boats, docks, etc
• Bungee tie-down system
• Large, comfortable heavy duty backpack with extra room for gear 
storage.
• High pressure pump w/ gauge
• Repair Kit 

Hi-Tech double layer drop-stitch construction allowing inflation over 18 
PSI (max 22 PSI) for extreme rigidity.

INTEGRATED SIDE FINS + CETERFIN

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

200 lt. C.A 10’6” (320cm) 30” (76cm) 4” (10cm) 2 fixed side-fins + 1 single

MODEL

10’6”
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The iSUP 12’6” is the ideal touring and expedition inflatable stand-up 
paddle board. Suitable for all skill levels with its easy to get going approach. 
The high performance race outline with extra width and volume for stability 
makes it fast and ideal for competing in fun and social races. Suitable for 
flat water touring and more affordable than the high performance boards, 
the iSUP 12’6” is the board of choice for families and friends hanging out. 

Take the iSUP 12’6” on your next adventure and experience the world in a 
new way. 

Features: 
• High pressure spring valve for quick and easy inflation and deflation
• Large EVA diamond grooved foot pad providing grip and comfort
• Soft carry handle
• Removable centre fin 
• Stainless steel D-rings for tying to boats, docks, etc
• Bungee tie-down system
• Large, comfortable heavy duty backpack with extra room for gear storage
• High pressure pump w/ gauge
• Repair Kit 

 

 

iSUP
INFLATABLE 
SINGLEFIN

Hi-Tech double layer drop-stitch construction allowing 12’6”inflation over 
15 PSI (max 18 PSI) for extreme rigidity

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

300 lt. C.A 12’6” (381cm) 28” (71,5cm) 6” (15cm) 2 fixed side-fins + 1 single

MODEL

12’6”
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3PCS CARBON / 170-220 
(Blade Size 8 “/ Blade Area 70 sq. in / 170-220 cm range / size disassembled 95cm / weigh: 770 gr) - The 

99 three piece 100% carbon paddle is designed to guarantee max performance in a 3 pcs. transportable all-round paddle. High quality, small footprint , 
versatility and performance all built in to lightness and technology to match your performance with easy carrying possibilities. 

3PCS ALU / 170-220 
(Blade size 8.7 “/ Blade Area 72 sq. in / 170-210 cm range / size 92.5 cm unmounted) - The 99 3 pcs. PVC / Alu-

minum is our three-piece paddle all-round entry level. Only 92 cm when folded away to allow easy transport inside your iSUP bag. Once assembled this 
paddle can be used by the whole family thanks to its range and usability.

TOY / 125-170 (Blade size 7.5 “/ Blade Area 50 sq. in / 125-170 cm range) - The TOY paddle is specifically designed for the little ones, the 
future water men and women of the sea. Rubber Protection along the blade edge introduces greater security.

BASIC ALU / 170-210 (Blade size 8.7 “/ Blade Area 72 sq. in  / 170-210 cm range) - 99 Basic paddle is made of PVC blade and Alumi-
num for entry level paddle surfers and schools. Heavy Duty and durable with a versatile range of use. Rubber protection along the Blade edge prevents 
your board from nasty dents and increases safety. 
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ALLROUND BAMBOO / 170-220 (Blade size 8.25 “/ Blade Area 78 sq. in  / range 170-220 cm / 773 gr) - The 99 Bamboo 
Carbon paddles combines design and technology to an all-round paddle. Versatile multi-purpose tool for paddlers who want to vary the ‘attitude’ in all 
conditions and have performance as their object.

WAVE PRO 7.8 / 215 (Blade size 7.8 “/ Blade Area 68 sq. in / 215 cm / 630 gr) - The 99 Wave Pro paddle is an element par excellence 
with a plus for take-off and wave riding with a superlight feel and strength with a perfect flex for maneuverability. 

ALLROUND CARBON / 170-220 (Blade size 7.8 “/ Blade Area 68 sq. in / range 170-220 cm / 661 gr) - The 99 All-round Carbon 
adjustable paddle is perfect for wave riding in small conditions due to its reduced size blade. Lightweight and its minimal adjustable system makes it a 
paddle of reference

RACE PRO 8.5 / 215 (Blade size 8.5” / Blade Area 80.7 sq. in / 215 cm / 590 gr) - Designed for pure racing and long distance sessions, 
the 8.5-inch blade allows the correct frequency of paddling. The flex of the 100% carbon oval-shaft provides great propulsion so combined to the foil of 
the blade, together they transmit full control and energy. 

RACE PRO 8.7 / 215 (Blade size 8.7” / Blade Area 76 sq. in / 215 cm / 597 gr) - The 99 race 8.7” 100% Carbon is a true pro race orien-
ted paddle. Thanks to its blade outline and foil this paddle keeps a reduced area in total by facilitating ‘insertion’ into the water and passing under the 
rail during paddling. 
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> SHORTBOARDS

> INNOVATIVE

> EGG

> MALIBU

> EVO

6’0”/6’2”

5’8”/5’10”/6’0” 5’3”/5’5” 6’8”/6’10”

5’8”/5’10”/5’11”/6’0”/6’1” 5’8”/5’9”/5’10”/5’11”/5’12”5’11”/6’1” 5’8”/5’10” 5’7”/5’8”/5’9”/5’10”

ST-RIPPER

TOY-B SKEG MANHATTAN

SADO-M BITTER ZUCCHINIRAVE HOT CHIP TAIL FEATHER

6’4”/6’8”

HUOVO

6’8”

L.A. WOMAN

7’10”

L.A. WOMAN

7’2”/7’6”/8’0”

MALIBU
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> LONGBOARDS

> SOFTBOARD

> GROM > FISH

> HYBRID / KITE SURFBOARDS

9’1” 9’3” 9’6” 7’6”/8’0”/9’0” 10’6”

5’5”/5’7” 5’11”/6’1” 5.6”/5’8”/5’10” 5’7”/5’9”

5’6”/5’7”/5’8”/5’11” 5’10”/6’1” 5’7”/5’9”/6’0” 5’8”/5’11” 5’4”/5’6”

MOANA ESPLENDIDO NOSERIDER MALIBU-SOFT RESCUE

RIP CK-SUPREME TUNA FISH BONDAGE

STROKE RAFATZ HY-BRO TWISTO GRULLY
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ST-RIPPER
SHORTBOARD

The ST Ripper is designed for PRO-STYLE surfing and is absolutely 
insane in small waves. Super tight turning, ultra-quick board respon-
se and amazing performance potential.
The ST-Ripper works best in the wave pocket and absolutely loves 
fast, tight faced waves. If your style is off-the-tail, the ST-Ripper will 
be the best surfboard of your choice... 

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

25 lt. C.A 6’0” (184,7cm) 18,8” (47,8cm) 2,3” (5,7cm) 3 x FCS2

27 lt. C.A 6’2” (188cm) 19,1” (48,5cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

6’0”

6’2”

63

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 

  

BITTER ZUCCHINI
SHORTBOARD

Seeing the great success of “Toy-B”, we decided to make an evolu-
tion by more committed thinking towards surfing waves and making 
it a more of a versatile board. 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

26 lt. C.A 5’8” (174,2cm) 19,4” (49,3cm) 2,4” (6cm) 5 x FCS2

27 lt. C.A 5’9” (175cm) 19,9” (50,5cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 5 x FCS2

28 lt. C.A 5’10” (178cm) 19,9” (50,5cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 5 x FCS2

29 lt. C.A 5’11” (181cm) 20” (50,8cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 5 x FCS2

30 lt. C.A 6’0” (183cm) 20,2” (51,3cm) 2,5” (6,4cm) 5 x FCS2

MODEL

5’8"

5’9"

5’10"

5’11"

5’12"

MADE IN EUROPE
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RAVE
SHORTBOARD

Similar to the Hot Chip model with a few small changes in order to 
make it more versatile and enjoy modern surfing with speed. A good 
choice as a unique and ideal board for traveling. 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

25 lt. C.A 5’11,6” (181,9cm) 18,7” (47,5cm) 2,3” (5,7cm) 3 x FCS2

27 lt. C.A 6’1” (185cm) 19” (48,3cm) 2,3” (5,8cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’11"

6’1"
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MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 

 

SADO-M
SHORTBOARD

Evolutions and solutions to ensure performance to high-level surfers 
in most surf conditions. Sado-M requires a good surfing level to get 
all of the available performance because the measurements are very 
tight so there is no extra gift to guarantee the easy ride. 
Put it all out there!

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

22 lt. C.A 5’8,7” (174,4cm) 18,1” (46,1cm) 2,1” (5,5cm) 3 x FCS2

24 lt. C.A 5’10” (178cm) 18,2” (46,2cm) 2,2” (5,6cm) 3 x FCS2

25 lt. C.A 5’11” (181cm) 18,3” (46,5cm) 2,2” (5,6cm) 3 x FCS2

26 lt. C.A 6’0” (183cm) 18,4” (46,7cm) 2,3” (5,8cm) 3 x FCS2

27 lt. C.A 6’1” (186cm) 18,4” (46,7cm) 2,3” (5,8cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’8"

5’10"

5’11"

6’0"

6’1"

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 
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HOT CHIP
SHORTBOARD

The Hot Chip shortboard loves to surf tight in pocket sized and 
hollow waves. Really fast design that can handle power maneuvers 
with a concave under the front foot and “V” under the back foot. 
Slightly narrower with a rounded squash tail. 
Performs well in bigger surf. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

24 lt. C.A 5’8,5” (173,9cm) 19,3” (49cm) 2,3” (5,7cm) 3 x FCS2

26 lt. C.A 5’10” (178cm) 19,6” (49,8cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’8"

5’10"

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2
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MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 

TAIL FEATHER
SHORTBOARD

It is a version of the “Bondage” with slight changes. The most signifi-
cant thing was to remove the swallow tail in order to add grip in turns 
by a substitute diamond-tail. 
These type of boards are fashionable right now and you have to 
adapt to changing times. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

26 lt. C.A 5’7,6” (171,7cm) 19,4” (49,3cm) 2,4” (6,1**cm) 3 x FCS2

27 lt. C.A 5’8” (173cm) 19,5” (49,5cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

28 lt. C.A 5’9” (175cm) 19,6” (49,8cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

29 lt. C.A 5’10” (178cm) 20,2” (51,3cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’7"

5’8"

5’9"

5’10"

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 
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STROKE
SHORTBOARD

Developed and designed for typical Mediterranean conditions.
The Stroke is the XL version of Hot-Chip model for small to medium 
waves. Sharp edges on tail and progressive rockerline for accelera-
tion meke produce a very loose board in turns and extremely easy to 
paddle in to waves.

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

21 lt. C.A 5’6” (167,5cm) 19,5” (49,5cm) 2” (5,1cm) 3 x FCS2

22 lt. C.A 5’7” (170cm) 19,6” (49,8cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

23 lt. C.A 5’8” (173cm) 19,8” (50,3cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

25 lt. C.A 5’11” (180cm) 19,8” (50,3cm) 2,8” (7,1cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’6"

5’7"

5’8"

5’11"

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2
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TOY-B
INNOVATIVE

The TOY-B rides free and easy in the smallest surf and catches 
waves like bigger boards. Ideal for mushy surf and small waves 
thanks to its’ double concave bottom, which produces maximum 
speed. The large volume and stubby shape will allow you to ride a 
smaller board compare to regular short boards therefore you can 
order your TOY-B 3” to 6” shorter than you are tall in height. 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

33 lt. C.A 5’8,3” (173,6cm) 20,4” (51,8cm) 2,8” (7cm) 5 x FCS2

37 lt. C.A 5’10” (178cm) 20,5” (52,1cm) 2,2” (5,6cm) 5 x FCS2

42 lt. C.A 6’0” (183cm) 20,8” (52,8cm) 2,9” (7,4cm) 5 x FCS2

MODEL

5’8"

5’10"

6’0"

73

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 

   

SKEG
INNOVATIVE

Early planing with maximum volume in our shortest board of the 
collection. The Skeg has a pronounced concave on the bottom by 
the fin area to facilitate turning. Different feeling compared to regular 
boards and very accessible and easy to use in small surf. 
 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

37 lt. C.A 5’3,4” (161cm) 22,3” (56,6cm) 2,8” (7cm) 5 x FCS2

40 lt. C.A 5’5” (166cm) 22,6” (57,4cm) 2,8” (7cm) 5 x FCS2

MODEL

5’3"

5’5"

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 
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MANHATTAN
PROGRESSIVE

Ideal for learning and for surfers that are looking for maximum 
comfort in a low volume board. The width and rocker are not too 
extreme with the objective to make an easy model to surf allowing 
simple maneuvers in almost all types of waves. 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

36 lt. C.A 6’8,8” (205cm) 20,6” (52,3cm) 2,6” (6,6cm) 3 x FCS2

38 lt. C.A 6’10” (208cm) 20,8” (52,8cm) 2,8” (7,1cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

6’8"

6’10"

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 
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CK-SUPREME
MODERN FISH

If you want to catch waves easily but don’t want to ride a longer 
board, the NoveNove CK-SUPREME is the best surfboard for you. 
It has the same riding feel as a Classic Retro model but with much 
better paddling ability. A great board for all-round surf conditions 
from small to medium size waves. 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

31 lt. C.A 5’11,6” (181,8cm) 20” (50,8cm) 2,6” (6,6cm) 3 x FCS2

33 lt. C.A 6’1” (186cm) 20,5” (52,1cm) 2,7” (6,9cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’1"

6’1"

77

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 

  

TUNA FISH
RETRO FISH

Our distinctive twin fin that recalls innovation from the 1970’s. Desi-
gned for surfers looking for carving and fluid moves with a retro style 
attitude including those surfers entering the water to enjoy surfing in 
every form and simply relax. 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

30 lt. C.A 5’6,5” (169cm) 20,3” (51,6cm) 2,5” (6,4cm) 3 x FCS2

32 lt. C.A 5’8” (173cm) 20,4” (51,8cm) 2,6” (6,6cm) 3 x FCS2

34 lt. C.A 5’10” (178cm) 20,5” (52,1cm) 2,6” (6,6cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’6"

5’8"

5’10"

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 
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BONDAGE
MODERN FISH

A magic swallow tail board that is manageable with easy paddling 
and take offs. Without a doubt you can also put this board into 
powerful performances and wave sessions. 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

34 lt. C.A 5’7,6” (171,6cm) 19,1” (48,6cm) 2,2” (5,6cm) 3 x FCS2

36 lt. C.A 5’9” (175cm) 19,4” (49,3cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’7"

5’9"
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MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 

   

RIP
KID BOARD

It is ideal for guys / girls and young children whose only experience 
has been with school style soft boards. The intention is to avoid that 
the new generation do not make the same mistake again by starting 
with second hand boards that are too extreme and radical. The RIP 
is designed with vee and concave to allow fast take off and easy 
acceleration. 

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

23 lt. C.A 5’5,5” (166,4cm) 19,3” (49cm) 2,2” (5,7cm) 3 x FCS2

24 lt. C.A 5’7” (170cm) 19,9” (50,5cm) 2,4” (6,1cm) 3 x FCS2

MODEL

5’5"

5’7"

MADE IN EUROPE

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System
Made in Europe 
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RAFATZ
HYBRID BIG WAVE - KITE SURFBOARD

RAFATAZ is a true big wave board designed for high-performance 
riding in more powerful waves or stronger wind conditions with flat 
water. The thruster fin set-up and rounded pin tail allows superior 
control when carving at full speed. 
Novenove recommends Rafatz set on strapless configuration for its 
pure surfing feel! 

FEATURES:
- Hybrid Big Wave
- Bamboo construction on the deck
- Custom EVA PAD (optional)
- Tri-fin Future fin system setup for carving and stability - fins not 
included 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

22 lt. C.A 5’10” (178cm) 17” (43,2cm) 2,1” (5,4cm) 3 x Future Fins

24 lt. C.A 6’1” (185,4cm) 17,5” (44,5cm) 2,1” (5,4cm) 3 x Future Fins

MODEL

5’10"

6’1"

CNC PU Core with lightweight stringer.
SilmarTM polyester resin for layup and ReicholdTM resin for finishing
E and S X-cel® glass bottom and deck layup.
Full deck bamboo with bi-axial glass heel reinforcement patches.
Future boxes with HD PVC reinforcement blocks. 
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MADE IN EUROPE

 

HY-BRO
HYBRID SMALL WAVE - KITE SURFBOARD

HY-BRO is a performance kite surfboard that will handle every type 
of condition. 

The board design is thought out for powerful strapped or strapless 
riding and accentuates the best combination of speed, control and 
drive. HY-BRO is designed for small waves which adds to its’ versati-
lity as a true all-round board. 

The Bamboo Tech construction provides superior feel and strength. 

FEATURES:
- Hybrid Small Wave
- Bamboo construction on the deck
- Custom EVA PAD (optional)
- 5 Future fin system for all setup - fins not included 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

22 lt. C.A 5’7,5” (171,5cm) 17,8” (45,1cm) 2,1” (5,3cm) 5 x Future Fins

23 lt. C.A 5’9,5” (176,6cm) 18” (45,7cm) 2,1” (5,3cm) 5 x Future Fins

31 lt. C.A 6’0” (182,9cm) 18,3” (46,4cm) 2,8” (7cm) 5 x Future Fins

MODEL

5’7"

5’9"

6’0”

CNC PU Core with lightweight stringer.
SilmarTM polyester resin for layup and ReicholdTM resin for 
finishing
E and S X-cel® glass bottom and deck layup.
Full deck bamboo with bi-axial glass heel reinforcement patches.
Future boxes with HD PVC reinforcement blocks. 

MADE IN EUROPE
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TWISTO
HYBRID X-SMALL WAVE - KITE SURFBOARD

The TWISTO is a small wave and freestyle strapless kite surfboard 
slightly wider than normal and with extra volume that excels in light 
wind or onshore conditions. 
Available in two sizes, 5’8” for smaller riders and 5’11” for larger 
riders. 
A full hybrid surfboard blending the best characteristics of our shapes 
and resulting in ultra high-performance strapless models. You don’t 
need waves to have fun on this board. It planes up in very light winds 
and will let you use a much smaller kite than you might expect , fun! 

FEATURES:
- Hybrid x-small Wave
- Bamboo construction on the deck
- Custom EVA PAD (optional)
- Tri-fin Future fin system setup for carving and stability
- Fins not included 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

27 lt. C.A 5’9” (175cm) 19” (48,3cm) 2,4” (6cm) 3 x Future Fins

30 lt. C.A 5’11” (181cm) 19,5” (49,5cm) 2,5” (6,4cm) 3 x Future Fins

MODEL

5’8"

5’11"
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MADE IN EUROPE

CNC PU Core with lightweight stringer.
SilmarTM polyester resin for layup and ReicholdTM resin for finishing
E and S X-cel® glass bottom and deck layup.
Full deck bamboo with bi-axial glass heel reinforcement patches.
Future boxes with HD PVC reinforcement blocks. 

  

GRULLY
HYBRID LIGHT WIND - KITE SURFBOARD

The Grully is designed for light wind and small waves. It combines 
functionality and low wind performance to produce a very fun ride in 
small waves and also for practicing transitional tricks in flat water. The 
volume will keep you going even in the lightest conditions. 
Excellent choice for people transitioning to a directional strapless 
kiteboard and approaching a full power surfing style. 

FEATURES:
- Hybrid Light Wind
- Bamboo construction on the deck
- Custom EVA PAD (optional)
- 5 Future fin system for all setup - fins not included 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

27 lt. C.A 5’4,5” (163,8cm) 20” (50,8cm) 2,4” (6cm) 5 x Future Fins

31 lt. C.A 5’6,5” (168,8cm) 21” (53,3cm) 2,5” (6,4cm) 5 x Future Fins

MODEL

5’4"

5’6"

MADE IN EUROPE

CNC PU Core with lightweight stringer.
SilmarTM polyester resin for layup and ReicholdTM resin for 
finishing
E and S X-cel® glass bottom and deck layup.
Full deck bamboo with bi-axial glass heel reinforcement patches.
Future boxes with HD PVC reinforcement blocks. 
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HUOVO
EVOLUTIVE EGG

All-round mid-sized board which is pure fun and can be enjoyed by 
anyone, anywhere, anytime. 
The beveled rail gives this board an easy rail to rail transition. The 
Egg is a thicker short to medium length board with a relatively flat 
rocker and was designed for an easy turning ability in small / weaker 
waves. It is a very fast paddler that will help you catch waves all day 
long. This will most likely become your go to board for most con-
ditions and has great ability to generate speed out of the smallest 
waves. The fullness is held out to the rails, which are beveled all the 
way around to provide maximum forgiveness. 
This simple design is also popular with anyone looking for a fun 
surfboard that is comfortable to jump on in any condition. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

41 lt. C.A 6’4” (193cm) 21” (53,3cm) 2,8” (7cm) 3 x FCS

45 lt. C.A 6’8” (203,2cm) 21,5” (54,6cm) 2,8” (7cm) 3 x FCS

MODEL

6’4"

6’8"

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCS Finbox System
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LA WOMAN
GIRL EGG

Dedicated entirely to those surf girls who first approach surfing. 
Same shape as the HUOVO, LA Woman is designed with proportio-
nal dimensions to allow body weight and power suited to a women’s 
style with that touch of aesthetical look that makes this board a real 
beauty on and off the ocean. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

45 lt. C.A 6’8” (203,2cm) 21,5” (54,6cm) 2,8” (7cm) 3 x FCS

MODEL

6’8"

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCS Finbox System
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MALIBU
MALIBU

The Malibu model has the best possible paddling with the per-
formance of a shortboard for surfers who ride one board as their 
everyday board.
Catch more waves and step up your performance for the surfer who 
likes a performance ride but wants to catch and ride small or large 
waves with ease. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

47 lt. C.A 7’2” (218,5cm) 21,3” (54cm) 2,7” (6,8cm) 3 x FCS

56 lt. C.A 8’,0” (244cm) 21,6” (55,6cm) 2,8” (7,2cm) 3 x FCS

68 lt. C.A 9’0” (274,3cm) 22,6” (57,4cm) 2,9” (7,4cm) 3 x FCS

MODEL

7’2"

7’6"

8’0”

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester 
Matt Pro finish
FCS Finbox System
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LA WOMAN
GIRL MALIBU

Dedicated entirely to those surf girls who first approach surfing. 
Same shape as the HUOVO, LA Woman is designed with proportio-
nal dimensions to allow body weight and power suited to a women’s 
style with that touch of aesthetical look that makes this board a real 
beauty on and off the ocean.

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

53 lt. C.A 7’10,2” (239,2cm) 21,6” (54,9cm) 2,8” (7cm) 3 x FCS

MODEL

7’10"

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester 
Matt Pro finish
FCS Finbox System
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MOANA
ALLROUND LONGBOARD

Lightweight, speedy, all-round longboard.
A full rocker board with speed and including a single-to-double 
concave, the Moana provides shortboard capabilities to an all-round 
longboard. Designed for surfing in most wave conditions, this 
boards is pure joy!

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester 
Glossy finish
FCS Finbox System + US Box

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

68,5 lt. C.A 9’1” (277cm) 22,6” (57,5cm) 2,9” (7,4cm) 2 x FCS + 1 Single US Box

MODEL

9’1"

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2
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ESPLENDIDO
PERFORMANCE LONGBOARD

This three fin modern longboard will undoubtedly turn amazingly 
well in the pocket and cut back into the waves power source on a 
razors edge. Despite a misconception in the market that only the 
single fin can nose-ride amazingly, this board with the three fins and 
a sharp edge through the tail will hold and trim through many steep 
sections while riding the nose...

If you have not experienced a light three fin longboard for all the 
many things it offers well then let the
9’3′′ of pure harnessed speed and power named “Esplendido” drive 
your next surfing experience! 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

69 lt. C.A 9’3,5” (283,2cm) 23,1”(58,6cm) 2,9” (7,4cm) 2 x FCS + 1 Single US Box

MODEL

9’3"

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester 
Matt Pro finish
FCS Finbox System + US Boax 
Made in Europe
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MADE IN EUROPE

  

NOSERIDER
CLASSIC LONGBOARD

The Noserider is designed for nose-riding and glide in small to flat 
conditions. 

This model turns on a dime and it is the ultimate small to medium 
‘surf nose rider’ longboard. This board is a fine blend of what makes 
each style work. The nose section is full and stable and proportio-
nally pulls into a performance tail with a 2 plus 1 fin set up and it 
also has a flatter rockerline, wide nose and even plane shape & a 
square tail with a good tail lift to help glide through turns. Tucked 
edges and a subtle concave compliment the boards’ design. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

75 lt. C.A 9’6 (290cm) 22,8” (58cm) 3,0” (7,5cm) 2 x FCS + 1 Single US Box

MODEL

9’6"

Surfer level

Wave type

Wave high mt.

Entry                       Medium                     Advanced                            Pro

Beach Break                        Reef                              Tubes       

0                   0,5                   1                  1,5                   2                    +2

TECHNOLOGY
CAD-CAM Custom Made
Superwhite PU Foam
Glass / Polyester
Matte Pro finish 
FCSII Finbox System + US Box
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MALIBU-SOFT
SCHOOL - ENTRY LEVEL

To meet the needs of surf schools and entry-level users who 
are approaching surfing for the first time, the focus of our Ma-
libu Soft Board range is ease and accessibility for everyone, 
from beginners all the way up to experts. 

The Soft Boards are for fun for any level of surfing. Derived 
through our synergy and experience with the best schools 
available, our use of heavy-duty strength and anti-shock 
materials throughout the range is both smart and effective. 
The EVA nose and tail is 100% focused on safety. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

47 lt. C.A 7’2” (218,5cm) 21,3” (54cm) 2,7” (6,8cm) 3 soft fins

56 lt. C.A 8’,0” (244cm) 21,6” (55,6cm) 2,8” (7,2cm) 3 soft fins

68 lt. C.A 9’0” (274,3cm) 22,6” (57,4cm) 2,9” (7,4cm) 3 soft fins

MODEL

7’2"

8’0”

9’0”

Expanded CS-PE soft deck and PE slick surface bottom.
36 kg EPS core, deck and bottom with HD Glass fibers
2 Wood stringers 
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RESCUE
SURF RESCUE 

10’6” soft top Rescue is a perfect blend of weight and 
durability. The board feature EVA strips (approx. 1/4”), PVC 
bottom, neoprene handles, fin, leash plug. RESCUE markings 
on the top and bottom of the board. 

VOLUME LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FIN

220 lt. C.A 10’6 (320cm) 23” (58,5cm) 5,5” (14cm) 1 Single US Box

MODEL

10’6"

36 kg EPS core, deck and bottom with HD Glass fibers
Expanded CS-PE soft deck and PE slick surface bottom.
EVA Strips for knee paddling comfort
EVA protection on nose and tail 
1 Wood stringer 



Accessories



HONEYCOMB GLASS

G5 FCS

HONEYCOMB GLASS

 SUP BOARDBAG

HONEYCOMB GLASS

HONEYCOMB GLASS

SINGLEFIN 8’ 9’ 7’

SINGLEFIN 8’ 9’ 7’

GLASS

SUP FIN SET

     / ACCESSORIES103

6’0” / 8’0” / 10’0”
SINGLE or SETS 3/4 SET x 2 Rails

250x100 / 250x90 / 240x80 / 240x70

SURF LEASH
FOOTSTRAP RAILBAND

WS - BOARDBAG



Promo
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